




























































Wwksb~p  Mmua/ h / / s  Rayre Sifver Shadow 8 Bentley T Serres 

Chapter T 
Reverse clutch assembly - To inspect Reverse assembly - To assemble 

Examine the following parts for scoring, rough sur- 
faces, signs of overheating and uneven contact. The 
mating faces of the outer stationary clutch cone, the 
reverse annulus gear and the inner staEionary clutch 
cone. 

Examine the thmst washer and the bearing surface 
in the reverse annulus gear For scoring and uneven 
wcar; also examine the soft metal lining in the annulus 
gear bore for scoring cracking and for poor adhesion 
to the shell. 

Examine the clutch spring retainer for damage or 
distortion and check the springs for collapsed coils. 
Check that all the springs are of the same length. 

Examine the stationary clutch cone for cracking in 
the vicinity of the keyway. 

Examine the cushioning ring retainer for excessive 
wear on its bearing surface and for cracking at the 
bends of the lugs. Check that the cushioning ring has 
not lost i t s  spring tension and become flattened during 
service. 

Examine the rever* clutch piston seaIs for loss of 
resilience and cracking. If any park OF the reverse 
annulus gear, the stationary clutch cone or the inner 
clutch cone are unserviceable it will necessitate 
renewal of these parts as a comple assembly. 

Other parts of the assembly can be renewed inde- 
pendently, but clutch springs should be renewedas a set. 

Bearings and bowing - To inspect 

Examine the front and rear ball bearings for wear 
and the outer ram and their housings for signs of 
spinning; the outer race should be a light, tap fit in the 
housing. 

The bearings can be renewed independently of the 
shaft or extension casing providing that due regard is 
given to the condition of the housing and mountings. 

Rear extension and coupting - To inspect 

Examine the extension for cracks and other damage. 
Examine the internal spIines of the coupling for 

signs of rietting or other damage; also examine the 
boi-c of tlre distance slccvcs for bums which might 
become detached during assembly. 

Examine the coupling bolt holes for elongation. 
Examine the oil seal rubbing diameter for signs of 

gruoving or burrs. 
Examine the oil seal for loss of resilience and any 

damase to the sealing lip which wou'ld account for a 
Ienking seal. 

All items in this assembly may be renewed inde- 
pc~idently. 

Before assembling, ail parts must be thoroughly 
cleaned then Itghtly oiled wlth clean gearbox oil. 

New gaskets, oil seals and snap sings should be 
fitted where applicable: jointing compound must not 
be used. 

Stand the output shaft on its end and assemble the 
thrust washer, the backing washer and the driving 
flange and reverse sun gear, taking care not to damage 
the bronze bearing in the sun gear bore as it passes over 
the shaft splines. 

Check that the washers are in the retainer on the 
underside of the driving flange, then fit the snap ring 
to the groove in the shaft. Rotate the sun gear assembly 
to ensure that it is free on the shaft. Fit the reverse 
planet carrierqensuring that the gears mesh correctly 
with the sun gear and check that it rotates freely. 

Slide the distance piece into position on the shaft; 
check the end float of the reverse planet carrier by 
holding the distance piece against the shoulder on the 
shaft and inserting a feeler gauge betweea,the distance 
piece and the planet carrier as shown in Figure T89. 
If the end float is not within the limits quoted in 
'Dimensional Data' the output shaft, or the reverse 
planet carrier, or both, must be renewed by selective 
fitting. 
Mobilgrease M3 and gently expand the seal into its 
groove with the sed lip facing away from the conical. 
end of the dutch cone. Grease the inner seal. and fit it 
to the groove in the neck of the extension casing with 
the lip facing the bottom of the apply chamber. Ensure 
that both seals are fitted snugly into their grooves. 

With the extension casing on the bench and the 
apply chamber uppermost, fit the outer seal guide too1 
(see T.S. D. 2331-Workshop Tools) in position (see 
Fig. T90$ ensuring that it is seated on the shoulder in 
the apply chamber. If a guide tool is not available, a 
narrow flexible strip of metal approximately 1-00 in. 
(25,4 mm.) wide, of the correct length and free from 
burrs and jagged edges, should be inserted in the same 
manner as the tooI. 

Lower the inner cone squrely into the guide tool, 
seal first, then turn it to engage the four dowels. Push 
the cone into the chamber until it reaches the bottom, 
then remove the gllirle tool. 
Do not try to force the plston into its chamber 

without the aid of a suitable guide, otherwise the piston 
outer seal wilt almost certainly be damaged. 

Fit the extension casing in position over the base of 
the clutch spring compressing too' and fit the six 
clutch springs into the sockets. Lay the clutch spring 
retainer plate and the spring ring in position on top of 
the springs and assemble the top portion of the tool 
ensuring that it is in a central position. Depress the 


















































